Iran Villages
Duration:14 Days
Day 1 Tabriz
Upon your arrival at Tabriz international airport you’ll be transferred to your hotel.In the evening
a half day city tour for visiting El Goli and Qaisaryeh bazaar. Overnight Tabriz.

Day 2 Kandovan Village
Driving to Kandovan village 52 Km from Tabriz.The history of this village dates back to 800
years ago and is built in heat of the mountain with a unique arcithecture.Overnight Kandovan.

Day 3 Sarein
Driving to Sarein known as Iran’s spa city to enjoy mineral hot springs at spas. Overnight
Sarein.

Day 4 Masooleh
Driving towards Masooleh a village where maintained its genuine culture and coordinated its
architecture with the environment. En route enjoying the scenic route of Asalem and
Khalkhal also Rodkhan castel in Foman. Overnight Masooleh.

Day 5 & 6 Tehran
Driving to Tehran and en route enjoying the coastal areas of Caspian sea and northern scenic
routes of Tehran. Overnight Tehran.
A tour of Tehran visiting Archaeological,glass and carpet museum also Golestan palace.
Overnight Tehran.

Day 7 Abyaneh
Driving to Abyaneh the red rock village with a history more than 3500 years. This village has an
arcithecture similare to the two villages visited before but in a different climate. It also
maintened its rural culture in life style and clothing. Overnight Abyaneh.

Day 8&9 Isfahan
Driving to Isfahan in the morning. En route visiting the oldest structure in Isfahan which is also a
fire temple dating back to before Sassanian period. Overnight Isfahan.
A complete tour of Isfahan starting with Naqsh e Jahan square, Ali qa pu, Imam and Sheikh
lotf Allah mosques also Vank cathedral and ending the tour with Zayande river bridges.
Overnight Isfahan.

Day 10 Yazd
Driving to Yazd the sacred city of Zorostarians to visit Amir Chakhmagh complex (mosque,
caravanserai and bath) andFire temple during a half day tour. Overnight Yazd.

Day 11 Kerman
Driving to Kerman then visiting Prince garden in Mahan located 42 km of Kerman. driving
back to Kerman. Overnight Kerman.

Day 12 Meymand Village
Driving to visit the oldest Village in Iran. Meymand’s history dates back to 12000 years ago. The
main attraction of this village is a fortress of Sassanid period. Overnight Meymand village.

Day 13&14 Shiraz
In Shiraz You’ll have a visit of this cities refreshing gardens starting with Eram garden and
then Hafez and Saadi tombs. Overnight Shiraz.
The next day excursion to suburb villages of Shiraz with nice weather and view. Overnight
Shiraz.
In the morning visiting Zandieh complex (citadel,bath-house and bazaar) and after that transfer
to airport for fligh

Iran Villages Tour Services
The above itinerary includes: accommodation for you & your travel tour guide, transportation
(air-conditioned vehicle), transfers,food (breakfast) plus refreshments and bottled water
(including your guide), guidance (plus oral translation where needed), entrance fees and tips for
porters, waiters & guide Excluded.
Note: The nature of tours and travel in Iran demands flexibility. In other words, sometimes your
travel tour guide changes part of the day’s sightseeing program because of an unexpected local
event, national holiday, etc. Needless to say, your guide is responsible to let you know of the
procedures beforehand.
In all cases, the top priority is not to miss any of the above sightseeing activities. If there is no
choice, a substitution activity will be chosen by mutual agreement so that such omission can be
compensated for you.
Send a Tour Inquiry!
By taking this step, you will learn a lot more about our services, price, processes, terms and
conditions.

